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Managing Dispatch Uncertainty  

Objective 

The Net Demand Variability (NDV) is increasing materially by 2030 due to the expected 
increases in variable renewable energy.  

The forecasted fleet does have the capability to meet forecasted flexibility needs. 
However, this assumes assets continue to operate according to their historical ramping 
behaviour. If operating practices were to change, there is a risk that this would add 
additional operational uncertainty for AESO system controllers to manage and may 
require rule or product changes to address. The current dispatch tolerance rules create 
a wide area of uncertainty for AESO to manage (+/- 40% ramp tolerance, and 10 minute 
delay time). The AESO is seeking better understanding of the actual operational 
characteristics of assets in Alberta, and is looking to improve tools, information 
submitted by market participants, and compliance in the future to address the issue of 
dispatch uncertainty. 

As outlined in the draft roadmap, there are some options to address this uncertainty – 
some requiring system changes, some requiring more information and monitoring. The 
AESO would like to explore this at the working group to examine the options and 
provide direction to the CMD3 roadmap. It should be noted that the AESO recognizes 
that these items will likely require additional consultation into the fall of 2018.   
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Overview of Issue, and options for consideration 

As stated above, the issue is dispatch certainty for AESO system controllers. Currently, 
market participants submit one ramp rate for their asset. From the AESO’s analysis of 
historical ramp behaviour, this single submitted ramp rate may not accurately reflect 
ramp response to a dispatch during all operating states of an asset, i.e. from 
synchronization to MSG, from MSG to normal operational levels, from normal 
operational levels to maximum levels. This single submitted ramp rate may indicate 
average ramp behaviour, however dilutes ramp characteristics at the various operating 
states of an asset. The AESO is exploring options to allow market participants to 
provide more/different ramp information that is more closely linked to an assets physical 
operating characteristics. This would provide the AESO better access to information on 
how an asset will respond to dispatch, thereby increasing dispatch certainty for the 
system controllers. The options currently being explored are discussed further below. 

 
Submitted Ramp Curve, Multiple ramp rates by operating state or 
Ramp/Compliance Table 

Description: 

• Participants submit  ramp rates at various states, either via a ramp up/ramp down 
curve or compliance table, that reflects the ramp characteristics at various 
operating states of their asset. 

• Below is an example of a ramp up curve with various operating states. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Instead of an “average ramp rate”, operational ramp rates would provide better 
certainty to AESO system controllers, and provide an understanding of how an 
asset is expected to respond following a dispatch.  

• Ramp rates could be incorporated into the AESO’s forecasting tools used by 
AESO system controllers when dispatching the merit order. 

• In addition, the AESO is exploring if a delay curve should also be submitted by 
participants, capped at a maximum delay (i.e. 10 minutes as per current rule) to 
provide AESO better certainty on delay times of assets. 

Questions: (i) how should ramp curves or ramp tables be submitted in our system, 
and (ii) how often would they be submitted? i.e. file upload, outside T-2? Others? 

From 0 MW to X MW, 

ramp rate = __ 

Ramp- up curve 

From X MW to Y MW, ramp rate = __ 

From Y MW to Z MW, ramp rate = __ 
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Could the AESO apply 2-3 ramps to different dispatch states and derive curves from 
that input data.  

 
Ramp by block 

Description: 

• Allows participants to submit a different ramp rate for each price/quantity (P/Q) pair 
in their energy market offer to more accurately reflect the assets capability at each 
MW level. 

• Ramp up and ramp down rates must be submitted for each P/Q pair, even if they are 
the same. 

• Ramp delay could be captured in each blocks submitted ramp up/down rate – or 
submitted independently. 

• Ramp rates/delay times should be submitted outside T-2, can only be changed 
within T-2 for an acceptable operational reason. 

• The ramp by block proposal is possibly less granular that the dispatch table 
depending on how designed and system limits but still provides for even greater 
level of information to the AESO system controller.   

 
Compliance approach 

Description: 

• Tighten the dispatch tolerance rule to bound with historic behavior levels – start 
times, ramping. However, provide non-compliance exceptions.  Exceptions could be 
event driven or limited by an number of times. 

• This approach recognizes historic behavior and therefore confirms to the AESO 
system controller that historic behavior is what will continue. However, this approach 
recognizes that on occasion the historic behaviours are too tight so perhaps 
compliance is set at a target – like 95% of hours per year. 

 
Questions for feedback: 

• Any move to increase the transparency of information can aid in addressing the 
dispatch certainty risk and therefore pushes off the risk created by additional system 
variability to future years.   

• Feedback on the options.  Value?  Impact?   

• Are there any options missing from the above, that would provide better dispatch 
certainty for system controllers? 

• Discuss items to include in future consultation. 


